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1. Latitude

(page 2)

Lines of Latitude. measured in degrees.

are imaginary lines running East—West around

the Earth. Latitude is used to measure the

iiuiLh Eid south ut th uator, Lines

of latitude run parallel to each other. Latitude

is the most important factor affecting

temperature. Latitude controls both the angle

at which the sun’s rays strike the Earth’s and

the duration of daylight (see diagram below).
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2. Altitude

Altitude, measured in metres, is the

vertical distance above sea level. The higher

a mountain climber ascends, the colder it

becomes The climber would notice a drop of

I degree Celsius for each 1 SO metres he or she
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Land masses near large bodies of \\ ater

( )ceans. Seas, Gulfs. etc. will has e their

summer and vs inter temperatures moderated

by the water. For example. coastal

Californian cities have warmer and wetter

summers than same latitude cities 100

kilometres inland. Vancouver’s ss inter is mild

in comparison with Winnipeg’s vs inter. The

climate of areas near large bodies of water is

called a Maritime climate (see diagram

below).
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3. Prevailing Wind Systems

Winds that blow from the ocean onto the

land will moderate the temperature on land.

The vs md absorbs heat and moisture from the

water and releases it over land. Winds

f loss tag over vs arm water vs ill increase this
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5. (kia UIilts

Ocean currents may de elop in v arm or
cold water. Their direction of f1o is
controlled by prevailing winds and several
other lactors. Ocean currents affect the
temperature 01 the air mfses blowing o’:er the

ater. As mentioned in Prevailing Wind
Systems, the wind absorbs heat from the water
and releases it over land, For example, the
Gulf Stream is a very warm ocean current
flowing northward along the east coast of the
USA. This current has little effect on the USA
because the prevailing winds blow offshore
(from the land to the sea). However, this
current crosses the North Atlantic and drifts
into Western Europe. The onshore winds
(from the sea to the land) warm the winters of
the British Isles, Scandinavia and Western
Russia (see diagram below).
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i’he tno ement of air masses is caused b
the differences in atmospheric pressure. Air
masses flo from areas of high pressure to
areas of low pressure. Air masses are

t I, . ‘ .-‘r’. JiLd (,r (Ii LEAn. ir 1LidSI.S

xhich form over land are called continental
air masses and those which form over water
are called maritime air masses. Air masses
may he cool, cold, warm or hot. The edge of
an air mass is called a front. There are 5 major
air masses which affect Canada either by
forming here or moving from other areas into
Canada. These are the:

Maritime Pacific Air (cool and moist)
Arctic Air (cool and dry)
Maritime Arctic air (cool and moist)
Continental Air (hot and dry)
Tropical Air (warm and moist)
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INSTRUCTIONS: Read for understanding pages 2 and 3.
1 What climate factor(s) affect each location on the map to

the left Place a check mark (I) in the appropriate box
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2. Calculate the outside air temperature for each altitude.

10,000 m =
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Answer the following comprehension questions.
3. Define Latitude.

4 What two components does Latitude control?

5 Compare these sun angles 30 and 90 degrees Which
anqle wit have a hotter climate? Why?
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Answer the following comprehension questions.
3. Define Latitude.

Lines of Latitude, measured in degrees, are magj,yjines

runnina East-West around the Earth
4. What two components does Latitude control?
LatiPthe anwhmh tne suns ray
otrke the Earth’s and the durabon of dyig,,hL

5 Compare these sun angles. 30 and 90 degrees Whch
angle wril r.tCVe a hotter climate? Why?
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INSTRUCTIONS: Read for understanding pages 2 and 3.
What climate factor(s) affect each location on the map to
the left. Place a check mark (/) in the appropriate box.

2. Calculate the outside air temperature for each altitude.

10,000 m =
-

46.60 C.

7,500rn=13Q0C. _1
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